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teins were present in the cytosol. The specificity for glyphosate is high. Other common
agrichemicals such as phosphinothricin, atrazine, and sulfonylureas are not acetylated by
GAT (11).
Improved gat variants from the fifth iteration enabled the regeneration of glyphosatetolerant transgenic tobacco plants. The plants
were morphologically normal and fertile. To
evaluate the tolerance profile of the tobacco
plants, we selected T1 plants that contained a
segregating gat gene, using a glyphosate
spray of 1 lb. acid equivalents per acre (ae/ac)
and followed that with a dose-response regime using sprays of 2 to 24 lb. ae/ac. Untransformed plants showed severe symptoms
or were killed by 1 lb. ae/ac (fig. S3A),
whereas several transgenic GAT lines tolerated the highest dose sprayed (fig. S3B).
Fifth-iteration gat genes also allowed production of glyphosate-tolerant maize plants.
T0 plants were sprayed at the four-leaf stage
with 104 oz./ac Roundup UltraMAX (4⫻
field rate, equivalent to 3 lb. ae/ac glyphosate). The regenerants survived the treatment,
but exhibited chlorotic banding and growth
inhibition (Fig. 4B). Glyphosate tolerance
improved with increases in the catalytic efficiency of GAT. With expression of seventhiteration genes, nearly 50% of the maize
regenerants showed no chlorotic banding and
no growth inhibition (Fig. 4C). Most transformed plants expressing the best 10th and
11th round gat genes were tolerant to 6⫻
glyphosate spray and showed no adverse
symptoms (Fig. 4D). Efficacy trials of lines
containing genes from several shuffling iterations are under way in the field to evaluate
the commercial potential of this glyphosate
tolerance trait.
Our approach shows that enzymes with
useful yet insufficient activities can subsequently be improved by applying directed
evolution until the desired activity is gained.
DNA shuffling allowed us to develop crop
plants exhibiting tolerance to the herbicide
glyphosate, an important transgenic phenotype in global agriculture.
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Disulﬁde-Dependent Multimeric
Assembly of Resistin Family
Hormones
Saurabh D. Patel,1 Michael W. Rajala,2 Luciano Rossetti,3,4
Philipp E. Scherer,2,3,4 Lawrence Shapiro1,5,6*
Resistin, founding member of the resistin-like molecule (RELM) hormone family, is
secreted selectively from adipocytes and induces liver-speciﬁc antagonism of insulin action, thus providing a potential molecular link between obesity and diabetes.
Crystal structures of resistin and RELM␤ reveal an unusual multimeric structure.
Each protomer comprises a carboxy-terminal disulﬁde-rich ␤-sandwich “head”
domain and an amino-terminal ␣-helical “tail” segment. The ␣-helical segments
associate to form three-stranded coiled coils, and surface-exposed interchain disulﬁde linkages mediate the formation of tail-to-tail hexamers. Analysis of serum
samples shows that resistin circulates in two distinct assembly states, likely corresponding to hexamers and trimers. Infusion of a resistin mutant, lacking the
intertrimer disulﬁde bonds, in pancreatic-insulin clamp studies reveals substantially
more potent effects on hepatic insulin sensitivity than those observed with wildtype resistin. This result suggests that processing of the intertrimer disulﬁde bonds
may reﬂect an obligatory step toward activation.
The increasing prevalence of obesity in
Western societies is a cause of great medical
concern (1, 2). Elevated body mass index
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correlates with susceptibility to disease states
including type II diabetes, coronary artery
disease, hypertension, and dyslipidemias (3).
Type II diabetes currently affects 17 million
Americans (4) and has become a major
public health problem. Nonetheless, the molecular basis for the link between obesity and
insulin resistance—the hallmark of type II
diabetes—remains unclear (5).
Insulin resistance in type II diabetes, and
in several animal models of obesity-associated insulin resistance, can often be improved
systemically by treatment with agonists for
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the nuclear receptor peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor ␥ (PPAR␥) (6–8). A prominent class of therapeutic PPAR␥ agonists is
the thiazolidinediones (TZDs), which trigger
improvements in insulin sensitivity in a number of different tissues, including liver, muscle, and adipose tissue (9, 10). This raises the
question of how functional modulation of a
transcription factor, active primarily in adipocytes, can alter insulin responsiveness in
diverse organs. Circulating factors secreted
from adipocytes have been shown to affect
insulin sensitivity in a number of different
tissues [recently reviewed in (11)]. Thiazolidinediones and other non-TZD PPAR␥ agonists regulate the circulating levels of several
adipokines (12–14). Resistin was identified
in a number of studies (15–17), including a
screen for adipocyte-specific transcripts
down-regulated by treatment with TZDs (13).
Resistin expression levels are altered in
genetic and diet-induced animal models of
obesity by insulin treatment, nutritional status, and treatment with TZDs (13). Resistin
shows no significant sequence identity to previously characterized proteins and exhibits
similarity only to the other family members,
RELM␣, RELM␤, and the recently discovered RELM␥ (15, 18, 19). All family members are characterized by ten conserved cysteine residues. Resistin and RELM␤ contain
an additional cysteine near their amino termini, which is conserved among species. Each
resistin family member studied has a unique
differential tissue distribution (15, 18, 19).
Notably, whereas resistin expression in the
mouse is restricted to adipocytes, RELM␤ is
secreted by cells in the intestinal tract. Both
resistin (13, 20) and RELM␤ can readily be
detected in plasma (20). Insulin- and glucoseclamp studies have shown that both resistin
and RELM␤ specifically blunt insulin action
in the liver, resulting in reduced insulin-mediated suppression of gluconeogenesis and
increased glycogenolysis (20). Consistent
with these reports, mice lacking resistin exhibit low fasted blood glucose levels because
of reduced hepatic glucose production (21).
Notably, the effects on gluconeogenesis are
opposite to those reported for the adipocytesecreted hormone adiponectin (also called
Acrp30), which increases insulin sensitivity
of the same liver-specific functions (22).
Adiponectin has a novel structure, composed of a tumor necrosis factor (TNF)–like
head domain linked to a collagenous tail (23,
24). Three adiponectin protomers associate to
form trimers featuring an amino terminal collagen-like domain. Two subunits of the adiponectin trimer are linked by a disulfide bond
mediated by Cys22 in the collagen-like domain, and the third subunit is disulfide bonded to another trimer, forming a hexamer (25).
Mutation of Cys22 results in trimeric structures that fail to assemble into higher order

forms (25). Hexamers, which correspond to
the low-molecular-weight (LMW) form of
circulating adiponectin, provide the building
blocks for the high-molecular-weight
(HMW) form, which adopts a “bouquet”
structure comprising 12 to 18 protomers (25),
similar in overall structure to the complement
protein C1q (24). Once secreted, the LMW
and HMW forms of adiponectin do not interchange, and the relative amounts secreted
from adipocytes are subject to regulation by
insulin and other factors (25). TZD treatment
specifically increases the proportion of HMW
form secreted (26).
Here we show that resistin, a physiological
antagonist of hepatic insulin action, adopts a
complex multimeric structure strikingly similar
to adiponectin: Both have forms characterized
by coiled-coil trimers that form tail-to-tail hexamers through disulfide bonds near their amino
termini. Furthermore, we show that, like adiponectin, resistin circulates in serum in two
distinct assembly states. The disulfide-linked
hexamer of resistin is the major species, but a
smaller complex, lacking the amino terminal
disulfide bonds is also detected. Physiological
clamp studies reported here show that a cysteine mutant unable to form intertrimer disulfide bonds (Cys6Ser), and likely corresponding
to the smaller complex, shows substantially
higher bioactivity.
Mouse resistin and RELM␤ were expressed in mammalian HEK-293T cells and
purified by standard chromatographic procedures (27). We obtained two different
crystal forms of resistin in space groups C2
and C2221, and one form for RELM␤ in
space group I222 (table S1). Initial lowresolution phases for the C2221 crystal
form were obtained by a single-wavelength

anomalous diffraction (SAD) experiment of
a crystal derivatized with a mercury compound, mersalyl acid. These phases were
augmented by phases obtained with a
quick-soak bromide SAD experiment (28).
Bijvoet difference Fourier maps derived
from the native sulfur anomalous scattering
were used to help in density interpretation
(fig. S1). The refined structure from the
C2221 crystal form was used to determine
the structure of the resistin C2 crystal form
by molecular replacement, and the refined
C2 structure was used in molecular replacement phasing of the RELM␤ crystal.
Resistin and RELM␤, as expected from
their high sequence identity (43% in the mature
proteins), adopt similar overall structures (Fig.
1). Each protomer is composed of a disulfiderich ␤-sandwich “head” domain at the C terminus linked to a helical “tail” region at the N
terminus (Fig. 1A; Fig. 2, A and B). The head
domain adopts a six-stranded jelly-roll topology
and contains two three-stranded all-antiparallel
␤ sheets. A DALI search (29) revealed no
similar domains in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB). However, the overall folding topology
is similar to that of the C-terminal domain from
octopus hemocyanin (PDB code 1js8), the only
other currently known six-stranded jelly roll.
The globular domain from resistin contains five
disulfide bonds (Cys35-Cys88, Cys47-Cys87,
Cys56-Cys73, Cys58-Cys75, and Cys62Cys77) that are topologically conserved in the
RELM␤ structure. Sequence comparisons reveal complete conservation of these cysteine
residues throughout the resistin family (Fig.
2A), suggesting that the disulfide pattern will be
broadly conserved.
Identical multimer structures are observed
in all three crystal forms (Fig. 1B). Three

Fig. 1. Ribbon diagram representations of
resistin and RELM␤. (A)
A single resistin protomer, molecule A from
the C2221 crystal form,
depicts the architecture
of resistin family proteins, which are composed of a carboxyterminal disulﬁde-rich
globular domain and
an amino-terminal ␣helical region. (B) These
protomers assemble to
form trimer-dimer hexamers, shown for both
resistin and RELM␤. In both structures, each protomer
from one trimer is disulﬁde linked to a protomer from
the associated trimer. (C) An expanded view of the
trimer-dimer interface region depicts the surface-exposed disulﬁde bonds (Cys6 and Cys2 in resistin and
RELM␤, respectively) and the short six-helix bundle
formed between the upper and lower trimers. Disulﬁde
bonds are drawn in yellow. Molecular structure ﬁgures
are drawn with the program PyMOL (33).
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Fig. 2. Architecture of resistin family hormones. (A) Sequence alignment of the
four resistin family members from the
mouse. Identical residues are shaded, and
disulﬁde bonds within the head domain
are indicated by red lines. The cysteine
residues of resistin and RELM␤ involved in
intertrimer linkages are shaded in red.
Secondary structure elements for resistin
(upper) and RELM␤ (lower) are also
shown. The area boxed in green corresponds to signal peptides that are cleaved
from the mature protein. Signal peptides
for resistin and RELM␤ were conﬁrmed by
mass spectrometry analysis. Signal peptides for the other RELMs were predicted
by the SignalP algorithm (34). (B) Folding
topology diagram for resistin-family proteins, with disulﬁde bond positions drawn in yellow. The six-stranded jelly-roll topology has been
found in one other structure, the C-terminal domain from octopus hemocyanin (PDB code 1js8). (C)
The globular head domain is linked to the coil region through a ﬂexible neck region. Superposition
of two protomers from the resistin C2221 crystal form, shown as ␣-carbon worms, depict the
extent of variability in the orientation of this domain relative to the coiled coil, which varies up to
21.7° in the structures presented here.

protomers associate through the formation of
a parallel coiled coil by the amino-terminal
helical regions. The ␤-sandwich domains do
not share a large common hydrophobic core
interface, as TNF family trimers do (24). In
the C2221 structure of resistin, the head domains appear to hang loosely from the helical
stalk (Fig. 2C). These trimers are further
interlinked to form tail-tail hexamers. To
achieve this linkage, the amino-terminal
coiled-coil tips from each of two trimers
splay apart to enable tail-to-tail interdigitation, forming a short antiparallel six-helix
bundle (Fig. 1C). Each helix from a trimer
coiled coil is disulfide bonded through Cys6
(Cys2 in RELM␤) to a Cys6 (Cys2) from the
opposing trimer.
For resistin, two leucine side chains
from each protomer interdigitate to form
the core of the short three-up/three-down
six-helix bundle (Fig. 1C). The diminutive
nature of this interface suggests that, but
for the trimer-trimer disulfide bonds, the
hexamer association would likely be unstable. For RELM␤, although electron density
for the disulfide bonds is clear, nearby side
chains in the six-helix bundle core are
largely disordered, suggesting that they are
unlikely to play a major role in stabilizing
the trimer-trimer interface. Cys6 (Cys 2 in
RELM␤) is conserved among resistin and
RELM␤ from all species, but is notably
absent from RELM␣. This agrees with prior observations showing that the covalent
structure of RELM␣ is monomeric, whereas resistin and RELM␤ are each covalently
linked as disulfide-dependent homodimers.
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Furthermore, mutagenesis studies have
shown that Cys6 is indeed the critical cysteine that mediates disulfide-dependent
dimerization of resistin (30).
The interchain disulfide bonds of resistin
and RELM␤ are novel in that they are highly
solvent when exposed, ranging from 84.6%
to 89.5% solvent accessibility for RELM␤
and 59.8% to 61% for the C2221 crystal form
of resistin (27). Analysis of the 24,666 disulfide bonds contained in protein structures in
the PDB reveals an average solvent exposure
for all disulfide bonds of 9.9%, and of 16.7%
for 1,209 interchain disulfide bonds. Furthermore, the only interchain protein disulfide
bonds (63 total) with solvent accessibilities
⬎50% involve cysteine residues near the carboxy termini of artificially truncated antibody
fragments. Thus, the resistin and RELM␤
disulfides represent the most highly exposed
disulfide bonds yet found in high-resolution
structures for an intact protein.
Overall, the resistin and RELM␤ structures are very similar (Fig. 1). The “head”
domains have no sequence insertions or deletions relative to one another. Structure superpositions of the protomer head domains
yield root mean square deviations (RMSDs)
for ␣ carbons of ⬃0.98 Å between resistin
(residues 32 to 91) and RELM␤ (residues 23
to 82). RELM␤ has a shorter coiled-coil region, comprising only four turns of helix
from each protomer, compared with six turns
in resistin. However, the overall length of the
RELM␤ and resistin hexamers (each ⬃140
Å) is similar, as a result of an extended
nonhelical “neck” region in RELM␤ (Fig.

Fig. 3. Two distinct assembly states of resistin
secreted from adipocytes and circulating in serum. Nonreducing Western blots of serum from
wild-type mice fractionated by size-exclusion
chromatography. Two overlapping elution
peaks are observed. One corresponds to the
major hexamer species, which runs on nonreducing gels as a covalent dimer. The less abundant peak elutes later, indicating an assembly
smaller than the hexamer, and runs on nonreducing gels as a monomer, showing the lack of
interchain disulﬁde bonds.

1〉). The Cys6- or Cys2-mediated disulfide
bonds in each complex are highly solvent
exposed, but their orientations differ: In resistin, the disulfide bond from one trimer to
another is made to the clockwise-adjacent
protomer, as opposed to the counterclockwise-adjacent protomer in RELM␤ (Fig. 1C).
The threefold relationship among protomers
from a single trimer is noncrystallographic in
all cases. In the resistin structures, the side
chains of Phe20 and Phe24 adopt similar
conformations in two protomers and a substantially different orientation in the third,
thus breaking the threefold symmetry of the
coiled coil. This symmetry break is not seen
in the RELM␤ coiled coil. Mapping sequence
identity of the resistin family onto the resistin
or RELM␤ structures shows the highest sequence variation in the coil region. Both the
resistin and RELM␤ complexes exhibit positive electrostatic surfaces in their “head” regions and negative electrostatic potential in
their coiled-coil domains (fig. S3).
To assess the biological relevance of the
novel multimeric assembly reported here,
and the hexamer-forming disulfide bonds in
particular, we analyzed mouse serum for
the presence of hexamer and other forms of
resistin. Nonreducing SDS gel analysis of
medium conditioned by differentiated 3T3L1 adipocytes (31) reveals a disulfidebonded resistin dimer representing 80 to
90% of total protein, and a monomeric form
lacking interchain disulfide bonds representing 10 to 20% of total resistin. Fractionation of either conditioned medium or
serum by size-exclusion chromatography
(Fig. 3) also revealed two distinct populations of resistin. The predominant form of
resistin elutes from calibrated gel filtration
columns with a calculated mass of ⬃54 kD
and migrates as a covalent dimer on nonreducing gels (Fig. 3). The chromatographic and electrophoretic behavior of this fraction (the HMW form) is identical to that of
the purified hexamer for which structures
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Fig. 4. Effect of wild-type resistin and Cys6Ser
mutant during pancreatic clamp studies. (A)
Schematic representation of the pancreatic and
insulin clamp procedure. During the ﬁrst 2
hours, the rate of insulin infusion was adjusted
periodically to maintain the plasma glucose
concentration at basal levels (insulin as needed). During the last 30 min of this 2-hour
period, the rate of insulin infusion was stable in
all rats, and these individualized rates were
continued throughout the study. At the completion of the pancreatic
clamp (at t ⫽ 120 min), an additional infusion of insulin (3 mU/kg/
min) was administered to similarly raise the plasma insulin levels in
all groups, and a variable infusion of a 25% glucose solution was
started and periodically adjusted (glucose as needed) to maintain the
plasma glucose concentration at approximately 7 mM for the rest of
the study. (B) Rates of insulin infusion (IIR) required to maintain the
plasma glucose concentrations at the basal levels. (C) Effects of

were determined. 3T3-L1–conditioned media and serum also contain a second and
overlapping resistin peak eluting later with
a calculated mass of ⬃46 kD. Western blot
analysis shows that this smaller species (the
LMW form) migrates as a monomer on
nonreducing gels, indicating that the disulfide bonds involved in hexamer stabilization are not present.
The combined observations of a smaller
assembly as judged by gel filtration, the trimeric nature of noncovalent resistin assembly
through coiled-coil interactions, and the absence of the critical disulfide bonds, suggest
that this LMW fraction likely corresponds to
a complex lacking the critical intertrimer disulfide. We note that the calculated mass for
the LMW peak is greater than half that of the
hexamer. However, the shapes of the resistin
protein and its assemblies are highly asymmetric, and thus size-exclusion chromatography cannot be expected to yield accurate
mass determinations.
To determine whether the presence of the
LMW form of resistin is of biological relevance, we prepared a mutant version of resistin that lacks the critical Cys6 and has a
serine residue instead, Cys6Ser. As expected,
after purification from 293T cells overexpressing this mutant protein, it fails to form
covalently bound dimers upon analysis with
nonreducing SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (30). We have previously used the pancreatic-insulin clamp
technique to address the metabolic effects of
recombinant resistin (20) as well as to deter-

wild-type resistin and Cys6Ser on the rate of glucose production. (D)
Effects of wild-type resistin and Cys6Ser on the rate of glucose
production under hyperinsulinemic conditions. (E) Effects of wild-type
resistin and Cys6Ser on peripheral insulin sensitivity. Some measurements for wild-type resistin were drawn from a previous study (20).
*, P ⬍ 0.05 Cys6Ser versus vehicle or wild-type resistin 5 g/hour and
30 g/hour; #, P ⬍ 0.05 versus vehicle. Sample size was at least n ⫽
5 for all conditions.

mine the effects of the genomic ablation of
the resistin gene on glucose homeostasis (21).
A schematic representation of the experimental design is shown in Fig. 4A. Infusion of
low concentrations of Cys6Ser mutant required considerably higher insulin infusion
rates to sustain euglycemic conditions compared with even the high dose of wild-type
resistin, indicating a higher degree of insulin
resistance in the presence of Cys6Ser mutant
(Fig. 4B). In line with these observations,
hepatic glucose production was considerably
increased (Fig. 4C), again more potently in
Cys6Ser-infused animals as compared with
those infused with wild-type resistin. Thus,
despite elevated rates of insulin infusion, the
rate of glucose production was increased by
Cys6Ser infusion. At the completion of the
pancreatic clamp period (at t ⫽ 120 min), an
additional regular infusion of insulin (3 mU/
kg/min) was administered to similarly raise
the plasma insulin levels in all groups, and a
variable infusion of a 25% glucose solution
was started and periodically adjusted to maintain the plasma glucose concentration at ⬃7
mM for the rest of the study. Under these
conditions, both wild-type and Cys6Sermutant resistin significantly decreased hepatic insulin sensitivity as judged by the increased hepatic glucose output. Similar to the
basal conditions, the Cys6Ser mutant was
substantially more potent at the low concentration than was wild-type resistin at the high
concentration (Fig. 4D). Whole-body glucose
disposal, however, was similar under all conditions (Fig. 4E), suggesting that both the

Cys6Ser-mutant and wild-type resistin target
primarily the liver.
These results are consistent with a model that LMW resistin (mimicked by the
Cys6Ser mutant) is the bioactive ligand.
Resistin may have to be processed to the
LMW form before it can exert its bioactivity. We have proposed a similar mechanism
for adiponectin based on the observation
that a mutant version of adiponectin lacking a critical coiled-coil region cysteine
residue (Cys22) that fails to assemble into
higher order structures beyond the trimer is
considerably more bioactive (25).
Mechanisms for regulation of assembly for
adiponectin and resistin are not yet understood.
However, the regulated disulfide-dependent
assembly of another serum-borne protein, immunoglobulin M, is now known to involve
thioredoxin-like proteins of the endoplasmic
reticulum (32). For both adiponectin and resistin, the mutant forms lacking critical disulfide
bonds in their coiled-coil domains are most
active. This suggests a possible receptorbinding geometry in which the coiled-coil
tails, occluded in the HMW forms and free
in the mutant or processed forms, might be
involved in receptor interactions.
In summary, crystal structures for resistin
and RELM␤ reveal hexameric assemblies
consisting of trimers linked to form hexamers
through highly exposed disulfide bonds at the
amino termini of their coiled-coil domains.
This unusual structure is suggestive of possible regulation through disulfide cleavage or
by regulation during assembly. Consistent
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with this is the observation of two distinct
forms of resistin—the HMW hexamer and
the LMW form—in serum and adipocyteconditioned medium. The LMW form displays significantly increased bioactivity. The
overall multimeric assembly of the resistin
family is similar to that of adiponectin. The
comparable domain architecture of these two
adipocyte-specific hormones, despite diametrically opposed physiological effects, suggests a common regulatory mechanism and
points to new avenues of research focusing
on modulation of adipokine secretion and
activity by cysteine-mediated complex formation or processing.
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Hereditary Early-Onset
Parkinson’s Disease Caused by
Mutations in PINK1
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Thomas Deller,7 Sergio Salvi,1 Pietro Cortelli,13
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Bruno Dallapiccola,1,3 Georg Auburger,8‡ Nicholas W. Wood2‡
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra. We previously
mapped a locus for a rare familial form of PD to chromosome 1p36 (PARK6).
Here we show that mutations in PINK1 (PTEN-induced kinase 1) are associated
with PARK6. We have identiﬁed two homozygous mutations affecting the
PINK1 kinase domain in three consanguineous PARK6 families: a truncating
nonsense mutation and a missense mutation at a highly conserved amino acid.
Cell culture studies suggest that PINK1 is mitochondrially located and may exert
a protective effect on the cell that is abrogated by the mutations, resulting in
increased susceptibility to cellular stress. These data provide a direct molecular
link between mitochondria and the pathogenesis of PD.
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a common neurodegenerative disorder that is characterized by
the loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra and the presence of cytoplasmic
protein inclusions known as Lewy bodies. The
majority of PD cases are sporadic; however, the
identification of a number of genes responsible
for rare familial forms of PD has provided
important insights into the underlying mechanisms of the disease. These genes, encoding
␣-synuclein, parkin, UCH-L1, and DJ-1, have
implicated protein misfolding, impairment of
the ubiquitin-proteasome system, and oxidative
stress in the pathogenesis of the disease (1, 2).
We previously mapped PARK6, a locus
linked to autosomal recessive, early-onset
PD, to a 12.5-centimorgan (cM) region on
chromosome 1p35-p36 by autozygosity mapping in a large consanguineous family from
Sicily (3). Subsequent identification of two
additional consanguineous families [one from
central Italy (family IT-GR) (4) and one from
Spain] provided additional evidence of linkage to PARK6. A critical recombination

event in the Spanish family refined the candidate region to a 3.7-cM interval between
flanking markers D1S2647 and D1S1539.
Fine mapping of single-nucleotide polymorphisms and newly generated short tandem
repeat markers in the three families defined a
2.8-megabase region of homozygosity within
contig NT_004610, containing approximately 40 genes.
Candidate genes were prioritized on the basis of their putative function and expression in
the central nervous system, as assessed by
bioinformatic analysis and by exon amplification from a human substantia nigra cDNA library. Sequence analysis of candidate genes in
affected members from each family led to the
identification of two homozygous mutations in
the PTEN- induced putative kinase 1 (PINK1)
gene. The mutations segregated with the disease phenotype in the three consanguineous
families, were confirmed in the cDNA, and
were absent from 400 control chromosomes,
including 200 chromosomes from Sicilian individuals. The Spanish family carried a G3 A
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